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iFOREWORD
The author has attempted to follow the philosophy and
principles implied in the Introductory Statement hy Weaver
Fangburn, National Recreation Association Consultant, in his
report on Municipal Recreation in Boston - 19^7. The parts of
the Introductory Statement which the writer has in mind, read as
follows
:
"This study of municipal recreation in Boston is not an
exhaustive survey of the whole subject
.
!l
'
"In an undertaking involving much detail there are bound
to be some errors of fact, which we hope will be corrected
and forgiven. There are inevitably statements as to things
left undone and what are held to be mistaken policies. These
the reader should look on, not as putting the blame on any
individuals or departments, but as a logical part of what has
been intended as an impartial and candid report."
Pangburn’s Report covered the Bathing Beaches and Swimm-
ing Pools of the City of Boston, in a general manner, primarily
due to the fact that the survey was conducted during the winter
months
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Stat ement of P roblem
This study has attempted to determine the status and the
condition of the various bathing areas operating within the City
of Boston during 1948, in an effort to ascertain how these areas
conform to certain recognized standards, and how effectively
these public bathing places meet the recreational needs of the
residents of Boston. In order to do this, information has been
collected concerning the following:
_
Dperating and nonoperating
1. Public Bathing Establishments
2. Attendance.
3. Facilities available for Men and Vi/omen.
4. Sanitary conditions.
5. Equipment and Bathing Programs.
6. Personnel employed.
7. Miscellaneous data considered essential in order to
understand the situation presented bv each indivudual Bathing
Area.
Justifi cation of the Study
Justification of this study is based upon the following:
1. By collecting the data outlined above and by comparing
this data with acceptable Bathing Area Standards, the writer has
attempted to constructively criticise any inade^uateness
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of the Bathing Areas coming under the management of the Park
Department, City of Boston, Massachusetts. If any inadequacies
exist or standards have yet to he achieved, than the writer
wishes to explain what these standards are and give suggestions
for achieving them.
2. To show that there is the need of recurrent research in
this field so vital to the Health and Physical well-being of the
general public.
5. To make available a source of information to interested
Agencies wishing to conduct future surveys of this type in the
City of Boston, already using these facilities or interested in
using and developing the City Bathing Areas.
The Agencies I have in mind specifically are those coming
under or working coordinate ly with the Greater Boston Community
Council. Also the American Red Cross and all other organizations
interested in this phase of Public Recreation.
4. In making a study of the literature and contacting
community agencies, the writer has discovered that a study of
this detailed, comprehensive and specific nature has never been
undertaken.
5. As Whitney 1 states "The problem comes out of a situation
in which there is a recognition that something is the matter,
that unsolved difficulties exist."
^ Frederick Lamson Whitney,
York: Prentice-Hall Inc.,
The Eleme nts of Research
.
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REVIE'. OP RELATED RESEARCH
After making a comprehensive review of related research on
the subject of Bathing Places, the author was able to locate
only one survey which covered the Bathing Places in the City of
Boston, Massachusetts.
This survey is known as the Pangburn-*- Renort and, for the
most part, it deals effectively with all aspects of recreation
in Boston, as the situation existed around the years 1936-57.
The writer has selected passages from the report in an attempt
to illustrate the views held by those making it. It is believed
that if the Pangburn survey had been conducted during the summer
nonths
,
instead of during the winter as were the case, then the
conclusions of that phase of the survey which covered Boston's
Bathing Beaches, would have been similar to those arrived at by
the present writer.
At the outset of this review the reader's attention is in-
»
p
vited to the following excerpts from the Pangburn report:
"As to beaches, Boston has ten of them near to a large
proportion of its population.''
"The City's two indoor swimming pools at Cabot Street
and Curtis Hall are, so to speak, but a drop in the bucket
in contrast with the need, but this inadequacy is relieved,
as far as summer demands are concerned, by the ocean bath-
ing places.
As the reader will notice in Ch IV, Table I, P. 15 of this
thesis, there existed in Boston in the summer of 1948, in
Weaver W. Pangburn, "What Next for Public
Recreation Planning Committee of the Boston
Agencies, 1937, p. 4-84*
B IM* ™
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Recreat ion in Boston?
Council of "Social
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P. 4
reality, only 8 Ba thine; Beaches instead of the 10 considered in
the Pangburn^ Survey or the 14 the author investigated. Six
Bathing Beaches were closed due to pollution during the present
author’s survey.
Pangburn^ states at the outset of his report that;
"The Park Department provides for the Safety and Com-
fort of the public at its beaches and parks."
The present author has irm.de a more detailed inauiry into the
•x
facilities than was accomplished or attempted by the Pangburn
survey.
With due regards to attendance the Pangburn'
1
survey disclos-
»
ed that:
"Boston’s beaches are very popular. The attendance
in 1934 was 4,092,150 and 1935, 4,886,981 a large increase
of 794,831.
"At the two indoor swimming pools a system of classes
graded on the basis of experience is in use. The swimming
pools are reasonably popular."
"The standard of participation in swimming set up by
the National Recreation Association municipalities call for
a figure eaual to ten times the population of the City.
This would mean 7,811,880 for Boston. The actual total in
1935 was 4,910,493 but if all the people in Boston who used
the beaches of the Metropolitan Park System were counted,
as thev should be, the standard would at least be equaled
if not excelled."
5
The sanitary conditions are also mentioned in the Pangburn^
report
:
"The ten beaches and the bath houses appear to be well
maintained. Since the study was carried on during the win-
ter, it was not possible to see them under operation and
used by large numbers of people.
1 Ibid 4 Ibid., p. 28
- Ibid., p. 4 5 Ibid., n. 23
5 Ibid., p. 7
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P. 5
Wading Pools, are also included in the Pangbum^ Report,,
These Pools are, in the opinion of the author, a most essential
requisite fo r the safe bathing of children,
"Wading pools, so commonly associated with public
playgrounds, are singularly lacking. 1 '
"There are no wading pools at the playgrounds. The
Frog Pond in the Common is used for wading. There are also
two regular wading pools in the city, though they are not
on park department property. There is one adjacent to the
municipal building in Hyde Park, and one at the Whittier
Street Health unit in inner Roxburv."
In reviewing previous studies on Bathing Places, the writer
found that most of the research of this tvpe had been undertaken
by the American Public Health Association, 1790 Broadway, N.Y #>
N.Y., Published monthly at 374 Broadway, Albany, N.Y. Infor-
mation on the various studies of Bathing Places by this Associ-
p
ation has been conveniently indexed bv Tanner'. This literature
dates from November, 1913, to April, 1941. The standards set for
in this literature are those incorporated into the more competen
textbooks on Bathing Places and Swimming Pools.
By way of historical resume, the writer investigated as far
back as 1914, when the Health Department 5 City of New York took
effective steps toward putting a stop to bathing in polluted
waters. This was accomplished after they conducted a survey of
the Bathing Places in New York on Julv 25, 191J.4.
1 Ibid.
,
p. 21.
2Tanner, Louise P. and Free W. Tanner, American Journal of Publi
Health - Index 1911-45 (Champaign, Illinois: Garrard Press) p.32
5 Health Department, N.Y., "Putting a Stop to Bathing in Sewage"
£1 of the •tmier . Public Health Assoc
.
, 4:1110, Nov., 1914.
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This survey resulted in the forbidding of the use of floating
baths within certain danger zones in the City of New York. The
Bureau of Public Buildings and Offices of the Department of
Public Works remodled public floating baths so that they were
water-tight from the polluted waters in the rivers and harbors
surrounding New York City.
The pollution in New York, at that period, resembles the
present day situation in boston, wherein the Bathing Areas along
the Charles River, have been closed due to polluted waters.
Advancements in the supervision of swimming pools by State
I
Board of Health Offices are reflected in the Health Department
Reports and Notes-*- of the State of California in 1917.
A survey taken by Dittoed points out the necessity for
supervision of bathing beaches. He states that:
"The replies received from 38 states show that such
bathing places are not supervised or controlled."
"Every effort should be made to prevent pollution of
these waters bv discharging sewers or the wastes from the
houses on the shore. Cont am- ina tion of the waters by the
bathers themselves should be minimized."
For Bathing Establishments, a detailed Sanitary Scoring
System was discovered bv the author. This system was originated
rz
by Gage in 1921. The author has used this Sanitary Scoring
System in order to give a rating to the nine bathing establish-
-*- Health Department Reports and Notes, "Swimming Pools Should be
Kept Sanitary, "American Journal of Public Health. 7:332, March,
1917.
2 W.H. Dittoe, "Sanitary Control of Bathing Beaches", American
Journal of Publi c Health, 7:717, August, 1917.
"3“ Stenhen DEM Gage and Attmore E. Griffin, "Sanitation of Bath-
Houses at Public Bathing Beaches, " The Americ an Journal of Publi
Health. 11:1080, Dec. 1921.
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P. 7
merits, having facilities and o aerating within the City of Boston
Aass., during July aid August, 1948.
This Spnitary Score Csrd Svstem is nreceded bv a detailed
explanation in Chanter IV.
In the year 1924 the Committee on Bathing Places"*" set up a
sanitary code with standards for swimming pool waters. This
Committee covered such details as chlorine, acidity, alkalinity,
bacteria count etc., all of which w are beyond the resources, and
the training of the present author to use in a practical manner.
i
However, there were certain sanitary code standards which
were checked:
"Sec. 8. CLEANING - No swimming pool should be open to
the use of bathers on any day unless all visible dirt on
the bottom, scum and floating matter on the surface has
been removed.
‘Sec. 14. Operating record should be kept."
A closing quotation in this article read as follows:
"Under the general direction of Stephen DeM Gae-e^, we
have been making a more or less intensive study of the
operation of the various swimming pools in Rhode Island.
It has been found that minor details such as appearance,
reaction, chlorination etc., are all equally important
factors in the maintanence of a sanitary pool."
Among the literature the author also discovered a report by
*z;
the Joint Committee on Bathing Places.*". This report dealt in
1 Committee on Bathing Places, "Bathing Places Sanitation",
American Journal of Public Health. 14:597, July, 1924.
2 Ibid.",' p. 601.
^ Joint Committee on Bathing Places of the American Public Healt
Association and the Conference of State Sanitary Engineers,
The American Jou rna
1
of Public Health. 20:7, Jan., 1930.
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many instances, with several phases of the survey that the
author was conducting, and it is auoted as follows:
"The bathing beach problem is distinctly different
from the swimming pool problem. The bathing beach problem
is one which should be worked out by state and local
authorities for the best interests of all parties concerned
in each particular locality unhampered by any empirical
standards
•
In a swimming pool the major danger to the health of
the bather is the fresh secretions introduced by other
bathers
•
On the public bathing beach the major health hazard is
the pollution of the water by sewage, and it’s potential
danger can only be determined by a complete survey invol-
ving:
(1) Dilution of the polluting sewage.
(2) Effect of tides, winds, and currents.
(3) Time- travel-dis tance factor is important.
How near to the bathing place is the point
of sewage disposal.
A bather is much less likely to swallow salt water
than fresh, therefore the same degree of pollution is
potentially less dangerous at the sea-shore.
"
That the pollution of shore bathing waters is not restrict-
ed to large cities like New York or Boston is shown by a Public
Health Engineering Article-*- which concluded with the statement,
Harbors of many of our Cities and Towns are highly polluted."
In all the literature, it seems that the most prevalent
difficulties encountered in surveying shore bathing waters ere
found in securing information concerning the effects of bathers,
sewage, wind, tides and currents upon bacterial pollution.
•*• Public Health Engineering, "Survey of Connecticut’s Shore
Bathing Waters," bv Warren J. Scott, Hartford, Conn. The Ameri-
can Journal of Publi c Health . 22:316, March, 1922.
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With regards to facilities, it is suggested. bv the Joint
Committee on Bathing Places^- that there should be:
"Adequate shower facilities - one for each 40 bathers
expected at time of maximum load*
Toilet facilities one toilet for each 40
women one toilet for each 90
men one urinal 1b r each 60
men. Located so bathers will use them before entering the
showers on their way to the swimming pool."
SWIMMING POOLS: "A turn-ov^r ratio of at least 3 pool
changes per 94 hours - minimum design allowance."
Upon going through the "Bibliography of Swimming", written
by Greenwood^ the present author became impressed with the fact
that this present survey of Bathing Places was very broad in
scope in comparison to surveys oonducted by such men as Klee-
berger or Wolfson • These two students concentrated solely
upon two separate features of swimming pools which respectively
were sanitation and construction.
The writer has attempted to present a broad general picture
of the Public Bathing situation, as it existed in Boston,
Massachusetts, in the summer of 1948*
The Joint Committee on Bathing Places, "Bathing Places", The
Year Book of The American Public He a 1th Association , 1937-38,
p. 119
2 F. A. Greenwood, Bibliography of Swimming (New York: H. W.
Wilson Company, 19401 pi 129-153.
3 Frank L. Kleeberger, Sanitary Survey of P ools in Berkeley and
Oakland
,
California
,
1916
,
University of California, Thesis.
4 Edward w'olfson, Construction of an Outdoor Pool for the Qhi5
State Unlvers ity - Thesis, 1937.
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CHAPTER II
PLAN 0E SURVEY
The Interview- Observation
The writer, with the help of his wife, secured information
through interviewing personnel employed, the general public us-
ing the bathing areas, the Park Department and the Board of
Health, City of boston, Massachusetts, and the numerous commun-
ity agencies concerned.
This information wa3 verified bv observing the Bathing
Areas with respect to: Attendance, equipment, facilities, bath-
ing programs, personnel employed, sanitation and development of
the Areas, and such oth°r miscellaneous information considered
necessary in order to correctly evaluate the individual Bathing
Places
.
Justification of the Interview-Obs srvation Method:
The author has attempted to interview a cross-sectional
selection of people, in that way hoping to obtain information
which is balanced.
The observations are factual, not opinion, that is the
author rates and describes conditions as they existed on the
dates the surveys were made.
Two commie te and comprehensive surveys were made of the
Bathing Beaches on different dates: Saturday, July 24, 1948,
from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and on Tuesday, July 27, 1948,
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from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. In addition, occasional visits
were made to all the beachos and pools at varied periods during
July-August 1948.
By including the varied sources of information mentioned it
is believed that, as expressed by Schluter
,
"The principle of
sampling may then be invoked." "That is, ev^rv source of new
data should be given eaual opportunity for being represented.
This opportunity may be provided on the basis of random select-
ion, or on that of intelligent and unbiased choice." This same
statistical reasoning applies eoually as well to the interviews,
as it does to the observations taken of the facilities.
Limi t ation of Method
The writer, along with others recognizes the limitations of
the interview-observation technioue when used in collecting data.
For example Walker2 states,
"It has been demonstrated time and again that whenever
conscious selection enters the sampling procedure, random-
ness is forfeited. The one thing which is certain in ad-
vance is that you cannot in the long run, choose samples
which will behave the way random samples behave."
Therefore, in judging the results of this survey some
allowances must be made for the fact that the Bathing Areas
were visited, observed and the main interviews made only on the
dates indicated.
1 Willism Charles Schluter, " How To Lo Research work " (New York:
Prentiss-Hall Inc., 1927) p. 62.
2 Helen M. Walker, " Elementary Statistical Methods ' 1
,
(New York:
Henry Holt and Company., 1947) p. 267
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Reliability end Validity
In seeking reliable sources of data and in determining the
availability of data, 1 have followed the rules set down by
Schluter^:
"1. New data selected from reliable primary sources
should be used whenever possible.' 1 In this case the author
interprets this to mean first-hand observations, written
official records and interviews with individuals in charge of
the Bathing Establishments.
"Certain exceptions to this rule must be admitted un-
der specific circumstances. These are: (a) if the scope of
the primary sources is too extensive, requiring more time
and resources than the research worker has at his disposal,
(b) When the methods that must be employed to tap the pri-
mary sources for data would be ineffective if used by a
research worker whose status is not such as to command
authority, or whose reputation is not such as is reouired
to obtain responses from individuals in control of the
sources; and (c) if certain secondary sources, in compari-
son with available primary sources, seem almost as reli-
able and the additional effort required to regather the
data from the original sources does not comoensate for the
difference in reliability."
In reference to Part (c) above, the writer is of the opin-
ion that in conducting this survey, the most reliable and valid
data was obtained through observing the situations at the var-
ious bathing areas as they actually existed. Interviews are
usually biased for a variety of personnel reasons. However, the
writer used the interview and checked on the results by taking
observations
.
1 Schluter, op. cit
:
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This is in agreement with SchLuter '
s
1 statement that:
"3. Joint use of both types of sources should be re-
sorted to whenever it appears that anvone source is insuffi-
cient to furnish proper and complete data in reference to
any element in the problem."
Treatment of the Data
Eight Public Bathing Areas are listed in the 72 nd. Annual
Park Department Reports. 2 Two additional Public Bathing Areas
ivere operating within the City of Boston at the time of the
survey, and these two beaches, Savin Hill Beach - City of Boston
Park Department and Malibu Beach - Metropolitan District Commiss-
ion, were also surveyed.
The writer considered that eight main groupings would suf fice
for the study of the Areas in ouestion: The first group of data
consisted of listing the operating and non-operating Bathing
^Establishments in Boston, Mass., during the July-August, 1948,
bathing season.
The second group of data was collected on the attendance at
the Beach-s and Swimming Pools, as recorded in the official re-
cords for 1946 and as estimated daily for 1948.
3rd grouping: Facilities for Men and Women at all the Areas
with the exception of Savin Hill Beach, which had no facilities
at the time of the survey.
^
Schluter, op. cit., p. 64.
2 City of Boston Park Dept., 72nd Annual Report of the Board of
Commis s loner s fo r the year ending Dec • _31 , 1946 . , p . 12 •
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P. 14
4th grouping: Sanitary rating for Boston’s Public Bathing
Places, both the Men's and Women’s Divisions.
5th grouping: Equipment and the Bathing Programs.
6th grouping: Personnel employed.
7th grouping: Miscellaneous Data. In other words infor-
mation of importance in order to understand fully the individual
situations found at each bathing place.
8th grouping: A comparison of Boston’s Public Indoor Swimm-
ing Pools with Available Present Day Standards.
The writer treats the Bath-house and the Swimming-pool
facilities alike inasmuch as evaluating them according to Gage’s
Sanitation Score Card System^. A comparison is made of the
total scores obtained by Gage^ in 1921, when he surveyed the 23
bathing establishments in Rhode Island, and the 9 bathing estab-
lishments surveyed bv the author in Boston, Mass., during 1948,
Helpful data was found In the literature on bathing areas
and swimming pool surveys and standards. The method the author
uses is that of comparison of the Boston, Mass., bathing facil-
ities with definite standards and carefully developed principles
now available for the purpose of making such recommendations as
will enable the City of Boston to plan most effectively and to
1 Stephen DeM Gage and Attmore E. Griffin, u Sanitation of Bath-
Houses at Public Bathing Beaches." Amer ican Journal of Public
Health 11:1080, Dec., 1921.
2 Ibid
..
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CHAPTER III
Presentation and Discussion of Data in General
The data is presented and discussed in an attempt to secure
the following information:
1. To find out what Public Bathing Areas were Operating or
not operating in Boston, %ss.
,
during July- August
,
1948.
2. To find out the approximate number of people using the
bathing areas.
3. To find out what facilities are available for Men and
Women at the Public Bathing Areas in Boston.
4. To .find out whether the Bathing Beaches and Swimming
Pools, operated by the City of Boston, are achieving reasonably
acceptable sanitary standards in view of accepted criteria.
5. To find out what equipment is available at the Boston
Bathing establishments.
6. To find out what the bathing hours and the aouatic pro-
grams are at these areas.
7. To find out how many and what kind of personnel are
employed at Boston's Bathing Places.
8. To find out what outstanding miscellaneous data there is
concerning the Bathing Areas or the people using them.
9. To find out how the two public indoor swimming pools of
Boston compare with available present-day standards
.
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At the ^oard of Health, City of Boston, Massachusetts, the
writer interviewed the individual in charge of testing for
pollution the Bathing Area waters in Boston. In this way the
information in Table I was obtained on the ten operating and
six non-ooerating Public Bathing Establishments in Boston, Mass,
du ring July-Augu s t
,
1948.
Of the ten operating Public Bathing Areas surveyed: nine of
them are operated under the Park Department, Boston, Mass. The
tenth beach, Malibu Beach, is operated bv the State Metropolitan
District Commission.
According to the concensus of opinion, children and adults
alike usually find that none of the bathing areas located on the
Charles River are in operation during the greater part of the
summer bathing seasons. This is due to the pollution of the
fresh water in these areas. Six beaches were closed, along the
banks of the Charles River, during the heiyht of the bathing
season, at which time this survey was being conducted- July and
August, 1948.
During the survey the author found that there were three
beaches ooerating in South Boston and three in Dorchester.
Other sections of Boston had one public Bathing Area or none at
all. In Boston proper only one area - North End Park Beach -
is in operation. This beach was small and unattractive due to
it’s location in a congested area of the city.
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In East Boston the ^orld War Memorial Park Beach will not
*
be operated by the City of Boston following the 1948 season.
At the time of the writing, no other beach had been dredged or
developed to take it’s place, although plans for this undertaking
were supposedly in the making.
As for the two remaining Public Bathing Areas
,
the two in-
door swimming pools, the writer agrees with the Fangburn^ report
inasmuch as it states that:
’’The City’s two indoor swimming pools at Cabot Street
and Curtis Hall are, so to speak, but a drop in the bucket
in contrast with the need."
The writer fo^nd that the two pools are kert open for a rea-
tricted number of days, hours and classes of either men, boys,
women, or girls.
The writer disagrees with the remaining part of the above-
mentioned paragraph in the Pangbum survey which states that;
"but this inadeouacy is relieved, as far as summer demands are
concerned, bv the ocean bathing places." The Fangburn survey
was carried on d ’ring the winter months and therefore no mention
is made of the situations created by low tide, pollution, lack
of accomodations in proportion to the attendance and antiquated
facilities
•
In interviewing the people in charge of Public Recreation
^ Pangburn, loc . cit.
? loc. cit.
c loc. cit.
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in Boston, it was found that a great deal of the denendency for
public recreation was placed upon private organizations such as
the YMCA’ s and the Bov's Clubs. On further investigation of the
tvoe agencies mentioned, the author found that necessary member-
ship fees are charged for the use of the agency facilities and
that the facilities are used only by those of certain age groups
'thus the agencies meet the recreational needs of only certain
grouos making up the general public*
..
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TABLE I
The operating and nonoperating Public Bathing Estab-
4 lishments in Boston. Mass., during Julv-Aueust. 1948.
OPERATING
' NONOPERATING - (Polluted)
Location Name of Bath-ing Area. Location
Name of Bath-
ing Area.
Dorchester
1 . Tenean
Beach Allston 1 . Hux Beach
Dorchester 2. Savin HillBeach Alls ton
2. Speedway
Beach
Dorche ster
3. Malibu
Beach Boston
3. Charles-
bank Beach.
East Boston
4. World War
Memorial Park
Beach.
Brighton
4. Panuil
Beach
Jamica Plain
5. Curtis Hal
Pool
.
1
Cambridge 5 • Harvey
Municipal Bead
Boston 6 . North End
Park Beach.
Cambridge 6 . MagazineBeach.
Roxbury
7. Cabot
Street Pool.
South Boston
8 . Columbus
Park Beach.
South Boston
- k—
9. L Street
Bath.
i
South Boston
,
10 . Head Hous
Beach.
3
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Table II lists the official a tendance for all the Public
Bathing Places operating within the City of Boston during the
summer of 1948, with the exception of Bavin Hill Beach and
Malibu Beach. Savin Hill Beach is operated by the City of Boston
and Malibu Beach by the Metropolitan .district Commission.
The writer was unable to secure the official attendance
figures for 1947, at the time of the writing of this Thesis, and
therefore the official attendance figures for the year 1946 were
recopied into Table II. These attendance figures were obtained
from the City of Boston Park Department-'-.
The two swimming pools are, of course, enclosed areas.
There are three enclosed divisions to the L Street Bathing Area.
One section is for ..omen and Girls, another is used for Men and
still another for Bovs.
In addition, L Street includes two adjacent unenclosed area;
One beach area extends from K Street to G Street. The other
section extends from M Street to ^ Street.
The writer can conceive of no accurate method of checking
the attendance of the unenclosed bathing beaches, other than by
rough estimations. The official attendance for L Street in
Table II would be at least doubled if the patrons of the tvro
adjacent beaches to L Street were included in the tabulations.
1 City of Boston Park Dept., Seventy-Second Annual Report of the
Board of Commissioners for the Year finding December 31, 1946,
p. 12.
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The Cabot Street and Curtis Hall Swimming Fools operate
throughout the year, therefore, the attendance totals in Table
11 represent an entire yea^s operating attendance. This is
similarly true for the L Street Bath, because the solarium sec
tion is open during the fall, winter and spring seasons.
..
.
•
.


The figures in Table III represent the estimated attendance
for M n and women, per average day, during the normal ten week
bathing season, which extends from about the last week in June to
the first week in September. The attendance figures were esti-
mated and rounded o f'f by the writer a^ter securing estimates from
those in charge of the Bathing Ar~as, checking official figures
and by observing the crowds at the areas surveyed. The figures
were rounded off in order to enable the reader to easily see
what bathing areas handle the largest numbers of people.
At the swimming pools, men use the facilities 4 days per
week and women 2 days per week. The pools are closed on Sundays
all during the year.
In Table 111, the author interprets week-days to mean Monday
through Friday. Week-ends were interpreted as including Saturday
and Sunday only.
The Bathing Beaches
:
The TOTAL PER AV ;RaGE DAY column was
computed by adding the corresponding figures in the Men and 'Women
Columns. The TOTAL AVERAGE PER WEEK Column was computed by mult-
iplying the total p°r week day by 5 and the total per week end
by 2 and then adding the two resulting figures.
The TOTAL PER SEASON was obtained bv multiplying the average
weekly figure by 10. The beaches are open for 12 weeks but there
are usually seme 14 daws of weather and Low Tide periods not very
favorable for outdoor bathing.
....
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*
The Swimming Pools : The TOTAL PER AVERAGE DAY column re-
presents an approximate average of the Men and Women Columns.
This TOTAL AVERAGE PER DAY was multiplied by 6 in order to reach
an average weekly attendance figure. The weekly figure is then
multiplied by 10 to obtain the TOTAL PER SUMMER SEASON.
In order to finally compilate an arbitrary total of attend-
ance for the summer bathing season, the author totaled the last
column in Table III and obtained the figure 1,936,000 which for
all practical purposes could be rounded off to 2,000,000.
Therefore, for the entire city, during a busy summer bath-
ing season, approximately 2,000,000 people use the 10 Bathing
Area Facilities located within the City of Boston. According to
the Pangburn^ survey, this estimated attendance of 2,000,000 is
far below, "The standard of participation in swimming set up by
the Rational Recreation Association for municipalities, which
calls for a figure equal to ten times the population of the city
pAccording to Irvine’s World Almanac the most recent census
gave Boston a population of 770,816. This would call for a
participation in swimming of 7,708,180 people during an average
bathing season. Should this participation standard of over
seven million be realized, it would then be necessary to triple
the facilities, personnel employed, equipment and the size of
the bathing areas.
Pangbum, loc. cit.
E. Eastman Irvine, "Places in the United States with population
exceeding 2,500." The World Almanac and Book of Facts for 1948,
published annually by the New York World Telegram, p. 214,
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In addition to the City operated Public Bathing Areas with-
in the limits of the City of Boston, the writer found only one
Metropolitan Beach operating within the Citv of Boston during
July- August, 1948. The attendance at this area, Malibu Beach,
has been included in all the tabulations in Table III.
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TABLE III
Estimated attendance, Beaches and Swimming Pools,
Summer, 1948.
TOTAL PERINAME OF THE BATH-
ING AREA.
MEN
PER. AVG.
DAY
WOMEN
PER. AVG.
DAY
Jabot Street Swimm- 90 per.
’ool. (Summer
attendance.
)
Curtis Hall Pool
(Summer Attendance) 130 per.
4 day
Columbus Park 3000
Seach Wk. days
5000
AVERAGE
DAY
100
4 day
TOTAL TOTAL
PTR AVG. PER
WEEK
600
SEASON
6,000
150 per. 140
2 day
f/840 8,000
3000 6,000
wk. days wk. days
50,000 60Q000
5000 10,000
Bead House Beach 1000
wk. days
4000
wk . ends
1,000
wk • d ays
4,000
wk . ends
2,000
wk. days
8,000
wk. ends
_
26,000 300,000
^orth End Park
Beach
1000
wk. days
2500
wk . ends
1,100
wk. days
2,700
wk . ends
2,100
wk • days
5,200
wk
.
ends
21,000 220,000
1’enean Beach 250
wk. days
500
wk . ends
300
wk. days
625
wk . ends
550
wk . days
1,125
wk* ends
5,000 60,000
iVorld War Memorial
Park Beach
100
wk . days
325
wk . ends
100
wk. days
325
wk. ends
200
wk . days
750
wk . ends
3,500 40,000
L Street Beach
line, adjacent areas
4.000
wk. days
7.000
wk. ends
3.000
wk. days
6.000
wk • ends
7.000
wk. days
13.000
wk . ends
62,000 620,000
Malibu Beach 250
wk. days
450
wk . ends
250
wk. days
450
wk . ends
500
wk. days
900
wk . ends
4,300 45,000
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TABLE III
( con’ t)
Estimated attendance. Beaches and Swimra:'ng Pools,
Summer, 1948.
SJAME OP THE BATH-
ING AREA.
Savin Hill Beach
MEN
PER. AVG.
DAY
WOMEN
PER. AVG.
DAY
TOTAL PER
AVERAGE
DAY
TOTAL
PER AVG.
WEEK
200 200 400 3,600
wk. days wk. days wk . days
400 400 800
wk . ends wk. ends wk . ends
|
37 ,OOC
..
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h
A score of men at the L Street Bath continue outdoor swimm-
ing through the year.
Over a 100 people per. day is the average estimated number
using the solarium throughout the colder seasons of the year.
inuring the warm summer season, the enclosed sections of the L
Street Area average 7500 patrons. This figure is said to repre-
sent an average busy day.
Tables IV and V stow the facilities available for men and
women at the Bathing Places operating within the City of Boston
ft
during the summer of 1948. Both men and women use the same
facilities on different days at the Curtis Hall and Cabot Street
Swimming Pools. Monday and Thursday are Girl's and Women's days
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday are scheduled for Men
and Boys
.
Unless indicated to the contrary in Tables IV and V, all the
figures given represent facilities available solely for the
user of the swimming pools or bathing beaches. Both Curtis Hall
and Cabot Street have gymnasium facilities located in the same
building as the swimming pools.
When the number of lockers is indicated as 0 under the Boy'
Column, this should be interpreted to mmn that both men and
boys use the same lockers.
The full length lockers are about 5' to 6' in height. The
dressing lockers are constructed so that an individual can enter
and privately dress or undress. Hooks on the inside of both
.•
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types of lockers are provided for the hanging of individual cloth
ing. The he If length lockers are from 2' to 3' in height. The
closed cubicle type lockers measure about 18" for all 3 dimen-
sions. The open cubicles are about the same size as the closed
cubicle lockers.
All the city operated beaches in Boston use attendants with
a master key to open and close the lockers for the patrons. The
natron must present a check to the attendant which corresponds
to the number on the locker to be opened. Most of the lockers
lock automatically when closed. The check mentioned consists of
a metal tag with an elastic band through it. It is obtained at
the main control desk.
The majority of the beaches provided for the checking of
Valuables at the main control desk. Signatures, names and check
numbers are used to identify the owners.
The showers at the swimming; pools and at Malibu beach were
both of the hot and cold type. At the other Bathing Places there
were just cold showers in use during; the summer months.
When the L Street Bath Solarium is in operation from Oct.
15, to May 15, both salt water and fresh water, hot and cold
showers are available. There are approximately 12 Salt Water
Showers and 18 fresh water showers. The Men’s and Women’s sol-
ar iums are located on the second floor. Dressing facilities are
available for about 250 Men and 48 Women.
'»!.* rj' o o
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^11 the toilets surveyed were of the individual flush type,
l'he urinals were all individual except at Columbus Park Beach
and world War Memorial Perk Beach where the long type urinals
Were in use.
The sinks at Malibu Beach and the Cabot Street Swimming
Pool were the only ones having both hot and cold water.
As the reader can see in Table IV, four of the Bathing Beacb
es were lacking in locker, shower, toilet and urinal facilities,
in order to accomodate maximum loads. The requirements as set
down bv the Joint Committee on Bathing Places^ are:
"Adequate shower facilities - one for each 40 bathers
expected at time of maximum load.
Toilet facilities - One toilet for each 40 women. One
toilet for each 90 men. One urinal for each 60 men. Locat
ed so bathers will use them before entering the showers on
their way to the swimming pool."
The Bathing Areas that were obviously not meeting reauire-
ments were: Columbus Park, Head House, North End Park and L
Street. Columbus Park averages on a busy da-r from 6,000 to
10,000 people and yet there were but 4 showers, 5 toilets and 6
urinals for Men and but 6 showers and 8 toilets for women.
The greater majority of persons interviewed stated that the
users of the Bathing Areas prefer to go swimming according to the
tide. This creates a situation in which there are either few
people at the beaches or the areas become very crowded during
the high tide period.
1 The Joint Committee on Bathing Places, loc., cit. p. 119
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TABLE IV
Facilities for Men at The Public bathing Areas,
Boston, Mass., July-Augus t
,
1948.
NAME OF
BATHING
AREA
Estimated
Attendance
Per Ays;
.
Day Men
Number
of
Lockers
Men
Number
of
Locke rj
Boys
Number
of
Lockers
needed
Number
of
Showers
Number
of
Showers
needed
Cabot St.
Pool
( Summer
Attend-
ance ) .
90 83 full
length
and 15
dress in
lockers
0
g
0
4 at
pool
.
18 in
locker
room
0
Curtis
Hall Pool
( Summe r
Attend-
annpl
130 80
Dress-
ins;
Lockers
125
closed
cubicle
type
.
0 12 ind,
closed
type
4 open
tTTIfi .
0
Columbus
‘ Park
Beach
wk.
day 3000 1222
full
length
0 1500 4
ins ide
2!
’"'k.
end 5000
3500 121
Head
House
Beach
wk
.
day 1000 620half
length
160
open
100 7
ins ide
18
wk •
°nd
4000 cubi-
nles.
3000 93
North
,
End Park
Beach
wk
day 1000
250
full
length
24
open
cubi-
cles .
700
5
ins ide
20
WK
.
end 2500 2200 62
Tenean
Beach
wk.
day 250 518half
length
0 0 6
ins ide
0
wk.
end 500 0 7
World Wax
. Memorial
Park
, Be a eh
wk
day 100 822
half
length
300
half
length
0 2 in-
door
,
1 out-
dnnr> *
0
wk.
end 325 0 5
L Street
Beach
wk.
dcay 4000 2650
full
le nyth
252
full
length
1000
15
outdoo:
85
wk.
end 7000 4000 160
Malibu
Beach
wk
.
day 250 600 0
0 3 hot
4 cold
both
outdoo:
0
wk
enc 450 0
4
1
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TABLE IV
( con' t
)
Facilities for Men at The Public Bathing Areas,
Boston, Mass., July-August, 1948,
NAME OF
BATHING
AREA
dumber
Df
Jrinals
dumber
Df
Jrinals
leaded
Number of
Toilets
Number
of
Toilets
needed
Sinks
Cabot St.
Pool
( Summer
Attendance
)
4 0 4 0 2
Curtis Hall
Pool (Summ-
er Atten-
dance)
0 2 3 0 2
Columbus
Park
Beach
- 6 44 5 28
~
'
1
77
Head
House
Beach
1 long type
accomodates
12
4 5
- § — 1
54 44
North
End Park
Beach
6 10
55
6 5 2
Tenean
Beach
4 0 2 1 1
World War
Memorial
Park Beach
4 0 2 0 2
1 0
L Street
Beach
26 40 30 men 44 4 men
1 boys”§0" 5 boys
35^
Malibu
j
Beach
4 inside
Bath-house
2 outside
Bath-house
0 5 0 2 inside
1 out-
side
3 0
,. .
-
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TABLE V
Facilities for Women at the Public Bathing Areas,
Boston, Mass., July-Augus t , 1948
Page 34
NAME OP
BATHING
AREA
Estimated
Attendance
per avg.
Day
Women
Number
of
lockers
Women
Number
of
Lockers
Girls
Number
of
Lockers
needed
(1 for
eachbather
Number
of
Showers
Cabot
^Street
Pool
110 85 clothes
15 dress-
ing
0 0 22
Curtis
Hall
Pool
150 80 125 0 16
Columbus
Park
Beach
3000 wk.
day ; 5000
wk . ends
660
full
length
535 from 1900
to 3900
6
Head House
Beach
1000 wk.
days ; 4000
wk. ends
r
2H5
half
length
”0” from 700
to 3700
8
North End
Park
Beach
1,100 wk.
days ; 2700
wk • ends
‘410
full
length
0 from 600
to 2200
16
Tenean
Beach
300 wk.
days ; 625
wk . ends
60 dress-
ing rooms
0 from 280
to 500 3
world War
Memorial
Park Beach
100 wk.
days ; 325
wk . ends
350
half
length
10F 0 2
L Street
Beach
3000 wk.
days ; 6000
wk • ends
1100
full
length
0 from 1500
to 4800
16
Malibu
Beach
250 wk.
days ; 450
wk • ends
1ST
full
length
o
—
0 7
- - - .
Savin
Hill
Beach
No Facilities
.,
.
table v
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Facilities for Women at the Public Bathing Areas,
Boston, Mass., July-August, 1948.
tfAME OP
3- THING AREA
Showers
needed
1 for each
40 women
Number
of
Toilets
Toilets
needed
1 for each
40 women
Sinks D ool
burn
over
es tio
change
cer 24
nrs
.
Re-
quired
Pool
turn
over
ratio
change
per 2 4
hrs
.
3abot St.
Pool
0 4 0 2 1 “3“
lurtis Hall
3 ool
0 3 0 0 1 3
Columbus
Park Beach
from 75
to 125
8 from 67
to 117
1
3ead House
Beach
from 17
to 92
5 from 20
to 95
2
Worth End
Park Beach
from 10
to 60
16 from 11
to 51
8
ienean Beach from 4
to 8
3 from 4
to 12
1
World War
Memorial
Park Beach
from 0
to 6
6 from 0
to 2
1
L St Beach from 59
to 134
26 from 49
to 124
4
Malibu Beach from 0
to 4
7 from 0
to 4
2 in-
s ide
1 out
s ide
Savin Hill
Beach
Ho Facilities
.. **
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In order to understand the evaluation procedures used in
Tables VI and VII, the following explanation has been nuoted
from Gage and Griffin'1'.
"In working out a score-card for this class of estab-
lishment, the various items to be considered may be
grouped under two main headings: (1) General Sanitation
and cleanliness, and (2) Possibility of transmission of
disease .
"
"The public who patronize and support these places
are certainly entitled to the former, and they should
also be protected from the latter. -^n evaluating these
two groups, we have considered the prevention of disease
as the more important consideration and have given it
somewhat greater weight."
"Under the heading of general sanitation, we have in-
cluded construction, lighting and ventilation of build-
ings, furniture of dressing rooms, towels, shower-baths,
drinking water supply, and general cleanliness.
"The tvpe of construction of the building is import-
ant. Floors and walls should be of such type that they
can readily be cleaned and kept free from vermin. This
applies also to the eauipment of the dressing-rooms.
Lighting should be adeouate in order that dirt or vermin
may be readily detected. Good ventilation is essential in
buildings which bv the nature of their use are damp."
"Proper toilet facilities should be provided for both
men and women. Shower baths should also be included in
the eauipment of the establishment. Since salt-water
bathing incites thirst in many people, a well-eauipped
bath-house should have clean, safe drinking water facili-
ties for its patrons. The general cleanliness and care
of the building should be given due weight in rating es-
tablishments of this kind."
"The most important considerations in the prevention
and transmission of disease are methods employed for the
washing, drying and storage of bathing-suits and towels
which are rented to patrons, or which are owned by patrons
and cared for by the management. It is needless to say
that no person suffering from a visible skin infection
should be permitted to use a public bath-house, and the
degree of supervision to prevent such use should be includ-
ed in this part of the scoring svstem. The practice of
any establishment in providing common drinking cups,
towels, hairbrushes, combs or similar toilet articles
cannot be too strongly condemned and should be penalized
in any system of scoring."
1 Gage and Griffin, loc., cit.. Hi 1080
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After completing Tables VI and VII, the author found that
the facilities, equipment and accomodations, in use at the Public
Bathing Beaches and, Swimming Pools, were in a generally clean
and sanitary condition, with the exception of Columbus Park Beach,
In comparison to the score ranges of 68,0 - 37,5 for the
23 Bathing Places surveyed by Gage‘S in 1921, the present author
finds that the Bathing Areas of Boston have a score range of
from 94 to 71, For the Rhode Island survey of 1921 the author
finds an arithmetic mean or average score of 53.5, while for the
Public Bathing Places in Boston the mean or average score was
88,2 for the Men’s Division and 89,4 for the Women's Division.
Each Bathing Establishment has been scored and listed in the
order of the number of points credited to them, from best to
poorest.
Method of Scoring Bath Houses as used in Boston, Mass.,
July- August, 1948, and as formerly used in Rhode Island by Gage
and Griffin^:
"Construction, etc.
Floor
,
water proof, good - 2, fair - 1, bad - o. Not water-
proof, good - 1, fair o.5, bad - 0.
Walls
,
Waterproof, good - 2, fair - 1, bad - 0. Not water-
proof, good - 1, fair - o,5, bad - 0,
Light in rooms and allevs. Good - 4, fair - 2, deficient
- 0 .
Ventilation : Good - 4, fair - 2, deficient - 0,
Furniture reasonably dirt proof and cleanable - 1.
Cleanliness . Rooms washed out each use - 3, washed
regularly, swept each use - 2, swept regularly, not
washed out regularly - 1, not cleaned regularly - 0.
1 Gage and Griffin, loc . cit
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Disinfection: Approved disinfectant used on floors,
walls and furniture, daily - 3, weekly - 1, not used-
0.
Total Score - 19.
Toilets: Water flush closets, fixtures good, clean
place, good light and ventilation - 8. Good vault,
clean place, good light and ventilation - 6. Approved
disinfectant used on floors, walls and fixtures, add
2. Approved disinfection of vault or other non-flush
systems, add 2. No toilet, public toilet nearby,
score 1/2 on public toilet as above. No toilet avail-
able - 0. If place very dirty or unkept use negative
score
.
Total Score - 10
Shower Baths: Showers available and sufficient - 3.
Foot tubs or pails in rooms if kept clean - 2. Common
foot tub, with running water if clean - 1. Use nega-
tive score if place is dirty or unkept.
Total Score - 3
Drinking yy ater: Bubbling Fountain - 3. Individual
paper cups - 2. No drinking water; but public drink-
ing fountain nearby score 1/2 on public fountain as
above.
Total Score - 3
Toilet Articles: No common hair-brushes - 2.5, no
common combs 2.5, no common drinking cups - 2.5, no
common towels - 2.5.
Total Score - 10
Supervision Over Patrons: If diseased persons are
prohibited, according to probable effectiveness - 1
to 5.
Total Score - 5
Care of Bathing Suits: Washing by hand, cold water -
2, warm water - 4. Laundry washing machine cold water
- 4, boiling water - 9. Soap or effective disinfect-
ants used add 3. Drying hot dryer laundry tvpe - 8,
hot rooms - 5. Open air drying - 3, Storage clean
dry place, free from dust - 2, Extractor, centrifugal
laundry type used - 3.
Total Score - 25.
Care of Towels: Evaluation of points identical with
care of bathing suits
Total Sf».nr» fl - 25-
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Total points of the entire scoring system - - 100 . ii
"The most common faults found in the Rhode Island
Survey were: Common foot tubs, combs, brushes, drink-
ing cups, toilets of the privy type, use of a question-
able disinfectant or none at all, improper care and
laundering of suit 3 and towelg, especially suits,"
These faults were uncommon or nonexistent in the
Boston, Mass., Survey, undertaken by the writer.
.'
..
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MEN’S DIVISION
Explanation of the Tables
Column A - Curtis Hall Pool
Column B - L Street Beach
Column C - Malibu Beach
Column D - Cabot Street Pool
Column E - Head. House Beach
Column E - World War Memorial Park Beach
Column 0 - Tenean Beach
Column H - North End Beach
Column I - Columbus Park Beach
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TABLE VI-Men' s Division
P. 41
Sanitary Score Card- Bathing Places,
City of Boston, Massachusetts*
ITEM SCORED B C D E F G H I
Floor Walls etc; 2+2 2+2 2+2 2+1 2+2 2+2 2+1 0.5+
0.5
1+2
Lighting 4 4 4 2 4 2 2 2 ~T~
Ventilation 2 4 4 2 2 4 2 2 “5”
Furniture 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Cleanliness T“ 1 3 3 8 2 2 1 0
Disinfection 3 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1
Toilets 8 8 8+2 8 8 8 8 8 "I
Showers
?
etcj 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 "1
drinking Water 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Common Towels 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2,5 2.5 2.5
Common Combs 2.5 2.5 2,5 2,5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Common ^rushes 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Common Drinking Cuos 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Supervision over
Patrons
5 5 1 5 1 1 1 2 1
Bathinss Suits Washing 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3
Bathing suits Drying 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3
Bathing Suits Storage 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
Towels-Washing 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3
Towels- Drying 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8 + 3 8+3 8+3 8+3
Towels-Storage 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
Total Points Scored 94 94 94 93 90 89 ' 86 83
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WOMEN'S DIVISION
Explanation of the Tables
Column A
Column B
Column C
Column D
Column E
Column F
Column G
Column H
Column I
Curtis Hall Pool
Head House Beach
North End Beach
L Street Beach
Malibu Beach
Cabot Street Pool
Tenean Beach
World War Memorial Park Beach
Columbus Park Beach
-- V
0 I
-
v’
-
...
-
-
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Women’s Division
St-nitary Score Card- Bathing places.
City of Boston, Massachusetts
Item Scored A B C D E P G H I
Bloor, Walls etc. 2+2 2+2 2+2 2+2 2+2 2+1 1+2 1+2 1+2
Lighting 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 2 4
v ent nation 2 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 2
Purniture 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4Cleanliness 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 °
Disinfectant 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 i
Toilets 8 8 8 8 8+2 8 8 8 -i
Showers, etc. 3 3 r 3 3 3 3 -1 3 -i
Drinking Water 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Lommon Towels 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Common Combs 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 £7F 2.5 2.5 T7T 2.5
Common Brushes 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Common Drinking Cups 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Supervision over Matrons 5 3 3 5 i 5 3 1 1
Bathing Suits Washing 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3
Bathing Suits Drying 8+Twr B+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3
Sathing Suits Storage 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
Towels Washing 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3 9+3
Towels Drying 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3 8+3
Towels Storage 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Points Scored 94 94 94 94 94 93 85 85
"" "" v
72
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Table VIII shows the number of life- boats, equipped with oars
and oarlocks, being used at the outdoor Bathing Beaches. None
of the life-boats meet the requirements set down by the American
Red Cross^ as to equipment:
"In the life-boats all boats need: spare oars, a light
bamboo pole about 10 ft. long, a bailer and an anchor."
"Swimming pools should have Bamboo poles or shepherd's
crooks .
"
The beaches coming under the Park Department, City of Boston
depend upon the City Fire Department for pulmotor or inhalator
service. Malibu Beach was the only establishment having an in-
halator in it's First Aid Room.
All the areas have either a first aid kit or a fully equipp-
ed emergency or first aid room. The first aid rooms all had
stretchers and first aid kits. A bed was provided at Malibu
Beach and tables were included at L Street Beach, World War Mem-
orial Park Beach, and Columbus Park Beach. The first-aid equip-
ment at all the Bathing Places surveyed appeared to be kept in
good condition.
Table VIII also gives the bathing programs. Although the
building at Curtis Hall is open from Monday through Saturday, 12
a.m.-lO p.m. the swimming pool is only open from 2-4 p.m. and
from 7:50-10 p.m. The Cabot Street Building is open from 2-10
p.m. in the winter and 12 a.m.-8 p.m. in the summer. Swimming
Pool hours at Cabot Street are from 3-5 p.m. and 6-10 p.m. during
the winter and 1-5 p.m. and 6-8 p.m. during the summer.
! American Red Cross, "Life Savins and Water Safety" (The Blakis
ton Co., Philadelphia, 1937) p. 41
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The hours that the bathing beaches are open and ready for
bathers are also shown in Table VIII. However, the reader
should keep in mind the fact that several of these Bathing
Areas are not suitable for swimming duii ng the scheduled hours.
This is due to the situation Low Tide creates. At Low Tide
the water is not deep enough for swimming at several of the
beaches
.
No American Red Cross Programs were off id. ally conducted
at any of the areas surveyed with the exception of Columbus
Park Beach. The writer also observed supplementary athletic
and recreational activities at the majority of the areas.
The oersonnel working as swimming instructors in many
cases act as physical and water safety instructors. With
Physical Instructors the reverse is true.
Organized Athletic Activities were being conducted at
the L Street Beaches including Handball tournaments which were
among the most popular of the sports. A.A.U. championship
handball tournaments were to be played off during the 1948
season.
In back of the Savin Hill Beach, the writer noted a size-
able baseball field and field house, both owned bv the City
Park department. The field house contained showers, toilets,
urinals, lockers etc. There were no bathing facilities at
Savin Hill.
The two Swimming Pools have Gymnasiums located in the
same buildings the Pools are in. Each of the ffyms have
scheduled programs and employ ihvsical Instructors.
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Equipment and the Bathing Programs at the
Public Swimming Areas, Boston, Mass., June-Sept., 1948
Bathing Areas Life-
fSaving \t
Equip*
^irst
lid
Sou ip.
Hours
Areas are
Open
Special
3rograms
Cabot Street
Pool
None 1 kit 1-5; 6-8
Women-Mon.
Sc Thurs
.
;
Men-Tues
.
Wed. Pri.
Sat.
2 Swim Instruc.
glso Gym Prog.
Curtis Hall
Pool None 1 kit
2- 4; 7- 10
Women-Mon.
& Thurs
.
Men-Tues
•
Wed. Pri.
Sat.
3wim Instruc.
given by Life-
guard, also Gym
Program.
Columbus or
( Carson)
Park Beach
5 life-
boats
1 kit
1 first-
aid room
8 a.m.-
9 p.m.
Amer. Red Cross-
Aug. 9-21; Swim
and L.S. Instr.
Head House
Beach
2 life-
boats
T kit 8 a.ra.-
9 p.m.
Horsebhoes
Volleyball
Shuffleboard
Swim Instr.
North End
Park Beach
1 life-
boat
$ kits 8 a .m.
-
9 p.m.
Baseball &
Softball
Tenean
Beach
1 life-
boat
1 kit 8 a.m.-
9 P.m.
.
.. ..
4 hrs. Swim
Instruction
World War
Memorial
Park Beach
1 life-
boat
1 kit &
1 first-
aid room
8 a.m.-
9 p.m.
Weight Lifting
and Band Con-
certs.
L Street
! Beach
5 life-
boats
2 kits &
2 emerg-
ency rms
.
6 a.m.-
9 a.m.
All Sports Sc
A.A.U. Handball|
Tournament
Metro. Dist-
rict Commiss-
ion, Malibu
Beach
1 life-
boat, 1
set grappl-
ing irons.
1 kit Sc
1 first
aid rm.
10 a .m . -
6 p.m.-
Lifeguards
until 8 p.m
None
•
Savin Hill 1 life-
boat •
1 kit 8 a.m.-
8 p.m.
Swim Infetr.
also Baseball
Sc other sports.
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In Table IX, it can be seen that at the swimming pools there
were no designated life-saving or swimming instructors. These
instructors were needed at 3 beaches and two swimming pools.
The life-gnards, as do all the employees, work 5 days per
week 8 hours a day - 5 days on and - two days off. No off days
are given on week-ends or holidays.
The primary duties of matrons and attendants were to take
charge of handing out towels, suits, soar), check valuables and in
many cases general maintenance cleaning. The Custodian (Boston
Park Department) or Manager (Metropolitan District Commission)
is in charge of the Bathing Establishment. This individual was
directly responsible to the Superintendent of Beaches, who in
turn was under the Park Comissioner.
The engineers were responsible for the heating, lighting,
ventilation, and the water supply for the pool, showers etc.,
In seeking standards for personnel, emploved at Bathing
Areas, the writer found standards, set forth by the American Red
Cross
"The number of guards required varies. One guard may
be able to supervise effectively the bathing activities of
a hundred persons provided they are concentrated in an area
which he can cover quickly and easily.
Where concentration of bathers is heavy particularly
at surf bathing beaches, one guard stationed in a tower is
needed for every hundred yards of beach and a guard in a
boat patroling the outer fringe of bathers is needed for
every 200 yds. of shore."
1 The American Red Cross, "Life Saving and Water Safety", (The
^lakiston Company, Philadelphia, 1937), p. 48.
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"No surf bathing is available at any of the Bathing:
Beaches, therefore these standards cannot be accurately
compared to the life-guard situation at the areas surveyed
l
North End Park Beach is obviously deficient in the number
of life-guards assigned, having 3 guards to handle from 2,000
to 5,000 people in a day.
.t
.
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TABLE IX
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Personnel employed at The Public Bathing Areas,
City of Boston, Massachusetts, June-Sept., 1948.
Bathing
Areas
Swimming
Ins triactors
Life-
Guards
Matrons Attend-
ants
Others
—
Laborers
-
—n—.
Cabot St.
Pool
0 2 2
—
6
1-
custodian
2-
engineers
0
[Curtis
pall Pool
0 1 4 4 1-custodian
3-engineers
0
[Columbus
[Park
Beach
1 man 14 14 14 1-custodian
1-ass t. cus-
todian
8
L
Head House
Beach
1 man 10 8 10 1- custodian 8
North End
Park
Beach
0 3 10 14 1- cus todian
Tenean
Beach
1 man 7 5 6 0 3
World War
Memorial
Park
Beach
0 6 4 7 1-asst. cus
todian
- 0
L Street
Beach
1 man
1 women
14 16 20
1-
custodian
2-
engineers
1-asst. cus-
todian
Attendant
sets as
-Laborer.
Metropol-
itan Dist-
ict Comm-
ission-
Malibu
Beach
0 7 1 7 1-Cashier
1-Valuable
Clerk
1-Manager
0
Savin Hilll 1 man 4 2 0 0 2
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One di scouragj ng factor about swimming at low tide, was the
tvpe of bottom the beaches had. At low tide the bathers have to
walk a considerable distance in order to reach water which is
deep enough for enjoyable bathing.
Walking out a distance is a dangerous procedure for non-
swimmers at the World War Memorial Pork Beach because of the
deep holes which are frequently encountered in the area.
Table X has listed the type of bottoms and to avoid misunder
standings the writer has defined the types of bottoms described:
Tile - Sauare shaped pieces of fired clay, stone or cement
used for the sides and bottoms of swimming pools.
Mud - soft sand and sediment easily stirred up and giving
way underfoot.
Hock - composed of stones, shells and small rocks.
Sand - firm type of sand affording the best natural footing
for the bather.
Gravel - a mixture of small stones, mud and sand.
Swimming at Low Tide.
The greater majority of bathers prefer to go in swimming at
High Tide for the following reasons:
(l) There is sufficient water to swim in.
(?) There is oftentimes cleaner water - that is more like-
lihood of dilution of sediment.
(3) The bather does not have to walk a considerable dist-
ance, over what is freouently an unpleasant bottom, in order to
reach water of swimming depth.
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Only four , of the eight bathing beaches in the City of Boston
are suitable for swimming during the Low Tide period. This con-
dition means that l/2 of the bathing beaches are out of operation
as a swimming place for l/3 of their scheduled operating time.
4
Unwer':':/
School of E'JuCiuwn
Lib ary
.<
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TABLE X
Miscellaneous Data on the Bathing
Areas City of Boston Massachusetts, June-Sept., 1948
Bathing
Places
Type of
Bottom
Swimming
at Low Tide
SALIhCNT POINTS 1fool turn-
over ratio
oer day.
f
VhenL
3urv-|
syed
tandard
calls
for
^abot
Street
Pool
Olientele com-
posed mostly of
descendants of
the Neero race.
1 3
Jurtis
iall
Pool
'I'iie Swimming Pool
is closed dur-
ing many desir-
able hours of
the day and
every Sunday
of the year.
1 3
Columbus
Park
Beach
Mud No-water
is too
shallow.
The longest un-
interrupted shore-
line of any of
the Boston Public
Areas
•
iead house
Beach
hock ko— DOS S —
ible but
not desir-
able.
Conveniently
located at the
end of the "City
Point-Summer St,"
car line.
forth End
>ark
Beach
Mud Yes Appearance of the
water was the
poorest of all
surveyed.
Penean
Beach
Bock No .Located further
lfrom the center
of Boston than
any of the beaches
surveyed.
i/orld War
Memorial
5 ark Beach
Sand-
also
deep
holes
Yes Logan International
Airport develop-
ments will event-
ually cause close-
ing of this area.
j Street
3each
Mud
j
Yes Solarium is open
all during the fall
winter and spring
seasons
•
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TABLE X
( con' t
)
Miscellaneous Data on the Bathing
Areas City of Boston Massachusetts, June-Sept., 1948.
Bathing
Places
Type of
Bottom
Swimming
at Low r- - ide
SALIENT POINTS Pool turn-
over ratio
per dav.
v'vhen^tandarcf
surv-H calls
Malibu
Beach
Gravel
& Mud.
Yes Most attractive
looking of all
the Bath-houses.
However, lockers
were made of
wallboard.
Savin
Hill
Beach
Gravel
& Mud.
If
No City owned
Field House
could be util-
ized as a Bath-
ing House. No
other facilities
were present.
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DISCUSSION OF SALIENT FEATURES OF
EACH BATHING ESTABLISHMENT.
Cabot Street Pool:
Accord! ng to Luehring1 this pool was first opened in 1904.
Cabot Street Pool was first named Cabot Street Bath. The pool
facilities included 24 showers. Measurements of the pool were
at that time 25' x 75*. According to the writers information
this swimming pool was rebuilt by the Works Progress Administra-
tion in 1957. The size was reduced to the non- regulation length
of 75 l/2 T . The depth was increased from 6' to 9’ at the deep
end. There was no diving board in position at the time the
writer surveyed the pool. However, a regulation 1 meter Olympic
Diving Platform was in the correct position to support a diving
board.
Cabot Street Pool was, at the time of it's initial construc-
tion, located in residential section of Boston. Through the
years, however, the surrounding residences have become outdated.
The people living in the area surrounding the pool are mostly of
negro descent, and they comprise the majority of the users of the
facilities
.
Water flows through the pool at the estimated rate of 75,000
gallons per day.
Curtis Hall Pool:
Curtis Hall Swimming Pool was constructed many years ago by
^ Frederick William Luehring, "Swimming Pool Standards", (New
York: A.S. Barnes and Co., 1959) p. 27.
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a private family and they eventually donated the facilities to
the city. It’s sides are made of glazed brick and the four cor-
ners of the pool have stone steps projecting into it. Depth is
6' at the deep end, and a 2 ' diving board was in position at this
location. Water flows through the swimming tank at the rate of
60,000 gallons per day. This means one complete change-over
every day. There are 5 inlets, 3 of which are located on the
shallow width side and 1 inlet on each of the shallow length side|3.
The outlet is located at the deep area-width side,
olumbus Park Beach:
Columbus Park Beach had continuous flowing bubblers at inter-
mittent locations on the beach. The Duality of this drinking water
appeared to be very good. Trash barrels were also spread out
over this beach and all the other beaches surveyed. On the Col-
umbus Park Beach a considerable amount of picnic papers and debris
lay scattered along the beach.
Barrel buoys, connected by lines were in the water separated
Dy intervals of about 75' • The barrel buoys extended along and
parallel to the shore. When the tide is going from Hie;h to Low
Tide a noticeable current tends to draw the bather in the direc-
tion of open water. These barrel buoys and connecting lines aid
n the safety of the swimmer.
'ead House Beach:
Head House Beach is located at the end of the "City Point-
Summer Street" car line, thus making it convenient for the pat-
rons. At this beach there was a considerable Quantity of new ligh
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colored sand which had recently been spread over the beach area,
There were bubblers and trash cans at the area. No amount of
picnic refuse or debris was noted.
North End Park Beach:
This area is located in a congested section of Boston near
the North Station. Adjacent to it is a small-sized ball-field.
The beach 3s comparatively small in size and between the beach
and channel proper there is a double- decked board-walk- type pier
running parallel to the shore.
Many swimmers were diving and swimming off the log pilings
comprising the pier. Small oil slicks were noticeable on the
surface of the water.
The beach appeared to be clean and well- raked, however, the
water was dark and turbid with sediment.
Tenean Beach:
Tenean Beach is located further south of Boston than my of
the other beaches. The water was clean on the days surveyed.
Bubblers and trash cans were well spaced. Papers and picnic
refuse littered the area.
While in swimming at this area, during a High Tide period,
the writer noted a considerable offshore current. At Low Tide
the bottom is rocky and too shallow for bathing.
world War Memorial Park Beach:
The writer was informed bv those in charge of this Bathing
Establishment that the beach and i t ’ s surrounding properties will
pas s from City ownership to State ownership bv the time the
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1949 be thing season begins.
At the time of the writing, the City of boston intended to
discontinue the use of the area following the 1948 summer season,
and to open up a new beach approximately 2 mil^s east of the
present location. The new bathing place was to be located in the
vicinity of Bennington Street, East Boston, to the rear of the
Howard Johnson Stand in that area. This new area had to be
dredged and developed.
The Boston Logan International Airport is continually expand-
ing its runways, bv filling in the water-covered land adjacent
to World War Memorial Park Beach. This process means a constai t
reduction in the open water area of the beach.
L Street Bath:
A number of people were observed in swimming at this beach
during the Low Tide periods. In the Men’s Section "Fig-Leafs"
or loin clothes were worn by most of the bathers. Rental fee is
15^. I
1
owe Is at all the City Bathing Establishments were 1^ a
piece. At the enclosed divisions of L Street Bath no picnic
lunches were allowed on the beaches . All other beaches surveyed
did not restrict the eating of picnic lunches on their areas.
A great variety of athletic and recreational activities are
presented at the L Street Beach. The Men's Section, for example
had activities ranging from checkers and chess to high and low
bars for gymnastic exercises.
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Malibu Bea ch:
The State Metropolitan District Commission had only one
beach operating within the City of Boston at the ti me of this
survey. This one was known as Malibu Beach, and it is adjacent
to Savin Hill Beach.
Unlike the Park Department Beaches, Malibu Beach charges 10^
admission for the use of the facilities of the bath-houses. The
bath-house building is new and attractive in appearance.
Swimming is possible at low tide. The depth of the water
ranges from 2 1 to 5' . Life-guards are assigned, from this beach
to the swimming area directly in back of, and across the main
highway from the main section of Malibu Beach.
The beach needed raking on the days surveyed and the general
apuesr-nce of the water was good.
Savin Hill Beach :
Savin Hill Beach comprises a fairly large sized area, and at
high tide it presented a desirable and cd nvenient bathing beach.
However, no facilities are available for dressing or undressing.
At low tide swimming is impractical due to the shallow depth
of the water. A varied program of athletic activities are
carried on by the physical instructor assigned to this beach.
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In Table XI, the reader can ouickly compare the dimensions
of the two swimming pools with standard dimensions set down by
Williams and Brownell^. Cabot Street does not meet the length
standards of75* • Instead this pool has the non- regulation length
of 75 l/2’ • The depth range at the Curtis Hall swimming tank is
not of standard construction being only 6* feet at the deep end
instead of the standard 9’. According to Voltmer and Esslinger?
the depth range should be from 3’ at the shallow end to 9' at the
deepest point.
Naval Aviation Training Division^ has listed in one of their
wartime publications a comprehensive coverage of cool facilities
and eouipment. One of their publications lists as essential that
ladders or steps be recessed into the wall with no protruding
part. Curtis Hall Pool has abutting steps in each of it's cor-
ners .
An additional factor making the two indoor pools unsuitable
for eofnpetitive swimming is that neither pool has any lane iden-
tifications such as suggested in Voltmer and Ess linger^: "Mark
lanes, or built in lanes of dark colored bricks, six feet apart
if pool is to be used for competitive purposes."
^ Jesse F. Williams and Clifford L. Brownell, The Adm inistration
of Health and Phvsi cal Education , (Philadelphia and London,
W. B. Saunders Company, 1946) p. 288.
2 Edward F. Woltmer and Arthur A. Ess linger. The Organizat ion cn d
Administration of Physical Education
,
(N.Y. F.S. Crofts and Co
.
,
1947), p. 205.
3 Aviation Training Livisions, Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations, U.S. Navy, " Swimming" . (Annapolis, Md., U.S. Naval
Institute, 1944) p. 19.
^ Voltmer and Esslinger, op. cit., p. 205.
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Cabot Street Pool does not meet the standard method of me-
chanically applying chlorine. Proper mechanical methods are
illustrated by diagrams in Williams and Brownell^. At Cabot
Street Pool Chlorine is applied by using a tube containing the
liquid and pouring quantities of the liquid into the pool waters
Neither of the two indoor bathiny places meet the standards
pin the Year Book of the American Journal of Public Health
,
which states that; "Positive feed chemical machines rather than
t
the old alum .-md soda ash pots are believed necessary for best
results." Both pools use manual means in order to apply alum
and soda ash.
When observed, Cabot Street Pool was open to bathers before
all visible dirt on the bottom had been removed contrary to
Section 8 of the Sanitary Code, set up by the Committee on Bath-
ing Places^ which stated:
"Sec. 8. CLEANING - No swimming pool should be open
to the use of bathers on any day unless all visible dirt on
the bottom, scum and floating matter on the surface has
been removed."
In addition to Section 8, Section 14 required that an;
'Operating record should be kept.' The Boston City Board of
Health requires that all swimming pools, public or private,
1 Williams and Brownell, op. cit., p. 297.
2 Engineering Section, "Looking Forward in the Bathing Place
Sanitation Field", Year Book of the American Publ ic health
Association
, 1959,40, p. 50
3 Committee on Bathing Places, loc., cit.
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submit a monthly operating report to their appropriate office.
This and other forms used by the Boston City Board of Health are
found in the APPENDIX.
All Bathing Establishments surveyed used Selfa-Naphtol as
their main disinfectant.
Cabot Street Pool :
At Cabot Street Pool there is continuous refiltration of the
pool water and this water is oftentimes reused for as long as a
year, undergoing one c mplete re^iltration process ev'-ry day.
Standards set down by the Joint Committee on Bathing Placesl
call for, "A turn-over ratio of at least 5 pool changes per day
minimum design allowance."
The filters are composed of alt a?nate layers of sand and
gravel. Two inlets at the shallow end of the pool supply fresh
water and vised water is disposed of through a single outlet
located at the deep end of the pool. The turnover was estimated
at 70,000 gallons per day.
There was an alum pot working coordinatelv with the filter
mechanism. This alum entered the pool water through the inlets
and precipitated dirt. The soda ash, which counteracted the
alum, was annlied to the water by holding a bag containing soda
ash in front of one of the inlets. Chlorine was applied into
the pool by hand.
There was one circulating pump kept in operation at all
times exceot when repairs were necessary. There was also a
The Joint Committee on Bathing Places
,
Year Book of The American Public Health
"Bathing Places", The
Ass ociation
.
1937-38, p. 119
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heater through which the water passed before making it's way to
the inlets.
The Cabot Street Pool was opened to the use of bathers be-
fore all visible dirt on the bottom had been removed.
Curtis Hall Pool:
The process of water purification and flow at the Curtis
Hall Pool was as follows:
Water was pumped through a battery of two sand filt-
ers. After leaving the filters the next step was into the heat-
ing tank, wherein the water was not only heated but chlorine was
mechanically added through the use of a Chlorinator mechanism.
Soda Ash and Alum were used to soften and precipitate
the scum and dirt adhering to the sides and bottom of the pool.
This dirt and scum had collected on the bottom of the pool and it
was brushed into the deen end. i'he cover over the outlet had
been removed and the precipitated matter ras sucked and brushed
into the outlet.
..
.
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A Comparison of
Pools with
TABLE XI
Boston' s Two Indoor Public Swimming
1 Facts And
Comparisons
CABOT STREET POOL CURTIS HALL POOL
Pool Turn- Over
Ratio Per Lay*
1 1
Required Pool
Turn- Over Ratio
Per Day:
3 3
Pool Dimensions: 73 1/2' x 28' 75' x 28'
Standard Pool
Dimensions
:
75' x 28' or 35' 75’ x 28' or 35’
Depth Range: 3' to 9? 3’ to 6’
Standard Depth
Range *•
3' to 9’ 3' to 9’
Do the Pools meet
the Standard of
Rounded Corners?
Yes No. There are
stairs in each
corner.
Built in lanes of
dark colored brick
as reouired for
competitive swimm-
ing:
No No
Chlorine-
How applied:
By hand Mechanical.
Using a chlorin-
ator
Improved Method
of Cl Application:
Mechanical- chlor-
inator
Mechanical- chlor
inator
Sod a Ash-How
Applied:
By hand By hand
Standard Method
for Application:
Mechanical- Coagulant
Feeder
1
Mechanics 1-Coagu
lant Feeder
.i
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TABLE XI
(con't)
A Comparison of Boston’s Two Indoor Public Swimming
Pools with Available Present Day Standards
Pact's And
Comparisons
ID ABUT S'l1HEFT FUUL UDKT'IB HALL POUL
Alum applied by: Hand Hand
Present-Day
Standard Method
of Applying Alum:
Mechanical- Cos gulant
Feeder
Mechanical- Coagulant
Feeder
.
Precipitated Dirt
on Bottom of Pool at
time of opening?
Yes No
Are Operating
IRecords Kept?
Yes Yes
Battery of Filters: 1 2
Standard for a
Battery of Filters:
3 3
*
..
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Wading pools were still lacking as indicated in the Pang-
burn-1- survey. An expression of public opinion on this subject
was found in The Boston Post .
"Despite several drownings and the fact that the
Harvey Municipal Beach on the Charles River at West
Roxbury has to be closed every now and then because of
pollution, the city spends thousands of dollars of the
taxpayers money to improve the bathing spot when a first-
class beach could be had with a little work and a lot
less money spent.
On Baker St., West Roxburv, a first-class bathing
spot for children lies idle. It is an abandoned sand
pit which is surrounded with dunes and amply supplied
with spring water - good clean water - instead of the
polluted waters of the Charles which enter Harvey Beach
after draining through the Dedham citv dump.
Not only does the potential bathing spot lie idle
but Boston policemen in three shifts stand guard over
the private property to prevent children from entering
the unsruarded spring to swim and perhaps drown. These
policemen are assigned from Division 17 and are not per-
forming the duty as a special detail with pay but on
orders from the station as a daily duty. It is their
sole duty each day.
The cost of improving Harvey Beach, an unclean and
outdated bathing spot, coupled with the cost of supply-
ing policemen to guard the natural swimming hole could
easily supply the residents of West Roxbury with an ideal
pond resort if the city would buy the abandoned sand
pit. At the moment several thousands of dollars are
being spent to enlarge Harvey Beach. Why doesn' t the
city buy the property and give the supervision, and save
us both money and lives?"
Pangburn, loc. ci t
.
, p. 21.
Editorial in The Boston Post
, July 27, 1948.
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Chapter IV
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
Summary:
The following represents a concise summary of the signi-
ficant findings of this study:
1. For the entire City of Boston, during July- Aurrust
,
1948, there were 8 Public Bathing Beaches and 2 Public Swimm-
ing Pools in operation.
2. During July-August, 1948, all of Boston's Bathing
Beaches along: the Charles River were closed due to pollution.
5
The estimated attendance at the 10 Public Bathing
Areas surveyed in the summer of 1948 reached the approximate
figure of 2,000,000.
4. Only 4 of the 8 Bathing Beaches investigated were
suitable for swimming during the Low Tide period.
5. Of the 8 Bathing Beaches, 5 were lacking in adequate
locker, shower, toilet and urinal facilities.
6. The two swimming pools are not only outdated in
mechanical operating techniaues and construction but also in
the organization and administration of the bathing programs
used at the pools.
7. The Public Bathing Flaces in Boston were, with the
exception of Columbus Park Beach, in an acceotable sanitary
condition.
i
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8. Additional Life-Saving and First- Aid eouipment was
needed at all the beaches surveyed.
9. Bathing hours were satisfactory at all fhe areas,
excent the Swimming Pools
.
10. Swimming and Life-Saving Instructors were needed at
5 of the Bathing Areas.
11. Unsatisfactory bottoms were found at 3 Bathing
Beaches
.
12. Each Bathing Establishment was distinctly different
from each of the other establishments in size, accomodations,
programs, clientele, appearance, convenience of location and
type of administration given.
Conclusions
:
1. Participation in swimming in Boston during the summer
of 1948, was over 5,000,000 short of the standard set for a
city having the population of Boston, Mass. However the
facilities could not handle 5,000,000 additional bathers
adeouately
.
2. The two public indoor swimm'ng pools surveyed were
totally inadeouate in size, location, accomodations,
methods of operation and bathing programs in order to meet
the recreational needs of the people of Boston throughout
the 4 seasons of the year.
3.
Of the 14 bathing beaches within the jurisdiction of
the Board of Health, City of Boston, 8 were not closed due to
.,
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pollution during July- August, 1948.
4. Four of the 8 areas mentioned are not suitable for
swimming during l/3 of their operating time, due to low tide
conditions
.
5. There are no outdoor swimming pools in the City of
Boston.
6. In view of the following facts:
(a) Nonoperating and polluted bathing beaches.
(b) Lack of accomodations.
(c) Low Tide conditions.
(d) Locations of the areas.
(e) Attendance figures.
(f) Salient facts concerning each area.
The author concludes that the Public Bathing Areas
of Boston, Massachusetts, are inadequate for the recreational
needs of the people living within the limits of that city.
He commendations
:
The conclusions of this study would appear to warrant
recommending the following:
1. That Indoor and Outdoor Swimming Pools and Wad-
ing Areas be built within the city limits of Boston. Such
areas, if well planned as to location, construction, facil-
ities and administration, would provide safe, sanitary and
adeauate Bathing Areas for the residents of Boston during the
entire year
,.
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2. That before building such establishments, it is
suggested that some reputable references be consulted such as:
Hoffman and Harris or Luehring'
. These texts, and other relatec.
literature, should be investigated in order to discover the new-
est developments in the construction of swimming pools and wad-
ing areas.
Limitat ions of the S tudy .
Due to the lack of resources and training, the author
was unable to determine the amount of pollution at the 8 operat-
ing ocean bathing places: Such information as sewage disposal
points, tides, currents and the effect of wind on pollution
would be of additional importance in determinring the adeouateness
of the Cce r n Bathing Beaches in the City of Boston.
Recommendations for Further Research:
Problems for further research that came to the author's
attention were as follows:
1. A detailed study of the ^ealth Department procedures
in the City of Boston in inspecting and rating City operated Bath-
ing Areas, Gymnasia, and Showers as compared to the method used
by New York or some other large city.
2. A detailed study of the methods used in purifying,
filtering, maintaining operating records and in the management o
^ Hoffman and Harris Inc.
,
"Swimming Pool Data and Reference
Annual "
,
425 Fourth Ave
. ,
New York 16, N.Y.
£ Frederick Vu
.
Luehring, 11 Swimming Pool Standards
,
(N.Y. A.S.
Barnes and Company, 1939 )
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the two public swimming pools, in the City of Boston, Mass.
5. A study of the sewage disposal points in Boston
Harbor and along the North and South Shores. Also research
relative to the prevailing winds, tides and currents in the
Boston Area.
4. A survey of the wading areas and the other Park
Department recreational facilities and urograms operating
within the City of Boston, Mass.
,•
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APPENDIX

Interviewing Instrument used, in Surveying the
Public Bathing Arefs, Boston, Mass., July-August, 1948.
Questions asked of
those in charge of
epch Bathing Area:
Cabot
Street
Pool
Curtis
Hall
Pool
Columbus
Park
Beach
Head
House
Beach
North
End Park
Beach
Estimated Attenc
ance per avg.
[busy wk. day &
|wk
. end day;
i-jMen
women
Others
facilities for Men
F Women:
pumber of Lockers:
Men
Boys
Women
Girls
[Number of Showers
Toilets
Urinals
Sinks
[Equipment
:
[Life-Saving Equip,
first Aid Eauin.
.
pathing Programs -
Hours
:
fpecial Program Hrs.
prs. of Emnlovment:
personnel Employed:
[Swimming Instructors
fife- Guards
Matrons
[Attendants
Others
[Type of Bottom:
pwimming at Low Tide
palient Points
fool turn-over per
I 24 hrs.
[disinfectant Used:
[Observations
:
I Taken to verify
above information.
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Interviewing Instrument used in Surveying the
Public Bathing Areas, Boston, Mass., July- August
,
1948,
Questions asked of IJ
those in charge of jt
each Bathing Area:
•enean
3each
World
War
Memorial
Pk. Beach
L St
Beach
Malibu
beach
Savin
Hill
Beach
Estimated At tend-pen
s
ance per avg. [Womer
busy wk. day &
wk. end day: |Othei
Facilities for Men
Sc Women:
Number of Lockers:
Men
Boys
Women
Girls
Number of: Showers
Toilets
Urinals
Sinks
Equipment:
Life-Saving Eauip.
First Aid Eauip.
bathing frograms-
Hours
:
Special Program hrs.
tirs
. of Employment:
Personnel Employed:
.
-J
Swimming instructors
Life- Guards
Matrons
Attendants
Others
Type of bottom:
Swimming at Low Tide
Salient Points
bool turn- over per
24 hrs.
Disinfectant Used:
Ubservations
:
Taken to verify
above information*

San. 37-*-8*‘l-'48-6C. MONTHLY REPORT-SWIMMING POOLS
NAME OF POOL
MON in ADDRESS Signature of Person Submitting Report
Day
of
Month
Number
Persons Using Pool Time
Filter
Back
Washed
Time
Pump in
Operation
Amount
New Water
Added
Disinfectant
Used
Amount
(Chlorine)
Chloi
Resic
A. M.
ine
ual
P. M.
Alum
Used
Ounces
Soda Ash
Used
Ounces
pH Temp
of Poo
mature
Room
Temperature
of Water
Ladies'
Day
Mixed
Bathing
Laboratory
Examination
REMARKS
Morning After-
noon
Even-
ing
A. M. P. M. A. M. P. M. A. M. P. M. Bact.
Count B.Coli
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
12
13
14
15
16
-
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
21
25
26
27
28
29
30
31 1
—
Type of Disinfectant Used in Foot BathNumber of Filters
Capacity of Pool (Gals.)
Type of Chlorine Used
CITY OF BOSTON — HEALTH DEPARTMENT

BOSTON HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Report on Bacteriological Examination of Boston Waters for Use on Interstate Carriers
SAMPLING POINT DISTRICT
DATE OF SAMPLING TIME COLLECTED BY
REFRIGERATED DATE EXAMINED
MOST PROBABLE NUMBER OF COLIFORM ORGANISMS PER 100 ML
CONFIRMATORY RESULTS FOR COLIFORM ORGANISMS
On brilliant green lactose peptone bile
On eosin methylene bine agar
COMPLETED TEST
Fermentation in lactose broth after 24 hours 48 hours
Gram negative, vegetative diplobacilli present resembling coli-aerogenes
Yes No
Other organisms present Describe
Yes No
DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN E. COLI AND A. AEROGENES positive negative
Methyl red reaction
Voges-Proskauer reaction
Sodium citrate medium
Other tests
INTERPRETATION
REMARKS
Bacteriologist
Director of Laboratory

SAN. 50—9-3-’43-2M
SUMMARY OF BACTERIOLOGICAL ANALYSES
ON BOSTON WATERS FROM SPECIFIC SAMPLING POINTS
SAMPLING POINT:
DATE
Number of 5 Tubes of Lactose Broth
Showing Gas at 37° C. After CONFIRMATORY
RESULTS
COMPLETED
TESTS REMARKS
24 HRS. 48 HRS.
BOSTON HEALTH DEPARTMENT
HOUSING AND SANITATION DIVISION
Consecutive Laboratory Results on Waters at Outdoor and Indoor Bathing Places
BATHING PLACE
Date
Examined
Total Number of Bacteria Per C.C.
on Nutrient Agar Number of Tubes of Lactose Broth
Showing Gas at 37° C. after 48 Hours
when Five Tubes are Inoculated Confirmatory
Test
M. P. N. RemarksAt 20° C. At 37° C.
After 48
Hours
After 24
Hours
After 48
Hours 10.0
C.C. 1.0 C.C. 0.1 C.C.

CITY OF BOSTON — HEALTH DEPARTMENT
POOL DATE 194 ,
The bacteriological examination of the water in your pool during the week ending.
gave the following results
Number of bacteria per cubic centimeter
Presence or absence of organisms of the colon group
Chlorine residual pH.
JGniN n. CAuLcY, M. D.
Health Commissioner.
SAN. 44—2-8-’44—M.
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